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Abstract
The FPAX is a Fastbus module with 4 independent, 2 slave
and 2 master, ports on two segmenis. It operates as a normal
master on either segment or as a Block-Mover on both. The
processor board is based on a 68020 microprocessor.
A local/network switch allows operation as a host or as a
normal module on the Fastbus network.

Introduction
The FPAX is a general purpose Fastbus master designed to
feed and manage the cluster of 3081/E emulators used in the
4th level trigger/lagging stage of lhe data acquisition system
of the Delphi experiment at CERN.

environment: The Central Partition of the Delphi read-out
contains two layers of double-slave (DSM[I], 3081/E-L2])
and double-master (BM[3J, FPAX) modules. The Fig.l
shows the two FPAX modules that will be used for
Emulator Input Control and Emulator Output Control. The
3081/E emulators [2] are powerful processing units which
arc able to run Fortran programs taken from the offline chain
of data analysis programs. They are configured as double-
slave Fastbus devices. Note that assigning I/O and
processing functions to different devices allows to master or
monitor the effective time allocated or used by the trigger
algorithms.
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figl. Fastbus configuration of the Central Partition

requirements: Considering a set of 3 emulators, a 5Hz input
rate, a 2Hz output rate, a 4 event deep input queue, and a 1 %
contribution to the dead time, about 400ms (out of 600ms)
is left for the global operation of the 4th level, including
I/O, emulator handling and processing time for a 100KB
event. A target figure of 20ms has been chosen for the I/O
and emulator handling part, out of which no more than 10ms
may be used by the data transfer.

The final features required were:
- block move operation for faster I/O,
- ability to operate in a multi-master environment,
- ability to program complex sequences to collect data,
handle the emulators, and dialog with other masters.
These requirements plus design considerations have resulted
in a module composed of two boards, the first one contains
the Fastbus master functions, the second one contains the
Fastbus slaves ports and the MC68020-based CPU.They are
linked by a bus identical to the GPM[4] auxiliary bus.

Double master part
The first board (fig.2) contains two master ports, a local
memory buffer, the control logic and a set of registers. The
control logic is a set of hardwired sequencers built from ECL
PALs.

The following bidirectional transfer modes are possible:
segment to segment (block-move), segment to local data
register, segment to local memory, and block-move with
local memory write.

All arbitration and data transfer protocols are supported. The
delay added by the block-move to the slowest slave response
time is <60 ns, including 2x12ns for skew times. The
pipeline mode is available on either or both segments with 7
steps from 100ns to 1000ns, an error is declared when
nDS - nDK > 16.
Only short timers are implemented on the master board.
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fig.2 block diagram of the Double Master Part

The operation of the masters is completely asynchronous
relative to the CPU. The module is transaction oriented, no
single line or individual cycle can be programmed as such.
GK and AS can be maintained after a transaction.

The 256KB, 55ns access time local memory block can be
used



- to read a few words (for example an event directory) needed
to prepare the following transfers or,
- when all emulators are busy to buffer and queue one more
event, or
- to "spy" a sample of events.
The processor cannot access the local memory while it is
accessed by Fastbus.

A set of registers is used to pilot the board. It is divided into
3 subsets:
- clear and enable functions (one register),
- registers which are not often changed (arbitration,
interrupts)
- registers used to describe a transaction (PA.SA,...)
The last subset can be loaded with a single MOVEM
instruction for non-interrupiible load-and-go operation.

A control register specifies the transaction, and a status
register allows full diagnostic of the current action. The set
of registers can be reloaded while a transaction is running.
The second request waits for correct termination of the first.
No action is allowed to start if an anomaly was detected and
has not been acknowledged by the processor. Usually the
CPU will poll the status register for the end of transaction or
wail for an interrupt.
Eight vectored interrupts can be enabled to signal a
successful or crrored transaction. SR, RB, Bus Halt are
detected, marked in the status register, and may also cause an
interrupt to the CPU.

Double slave part
Two Fastbus slave ports are located on the second board.
CSRs 0,1,3,4,7 and two interrupt receiver blocks (100..11F)
are implemented, CSRs 0,1,4 are common to both ports.
The couplers used are adapted from G.Frémont's slave TTL
coupler with the ADI chips [5].

The problems to solve with double-slave devices are
- avoid at the module level interleaved access to all or part of
the device resources in the same way as it is done using the
AS-AK lock at the port level.
- make all essential information available in registers with
permanent read access,
- and possibly recover from an endless connection on the
other port.
The usual solution consists in forbidding to a port read and
write access to all non-sharable resources as soon as the other
port accesses one of these resources, thus becoming the
"attached" port, and as long as it remains connected.

The arbitration scheme used in the FPAX insures permanent
read access to CSRO. A SS=3 response signals that an access
to CSR space or main memory cannot be granted because the
other port attached this resource.

When read, user bits in CSRO reflect the current status of (he
local/network switch, of Enable and SR enabled bits for the
other port, of the Interrupt blocks, and whether the other
port is attached or not. The status of an interrupt block can
thus be tested without the need for a write access to the
block. A second user bit attached to each interrupt block may

be used, under program control, to signal the status of
interrupt processing.
A port can assert SR on the other port. It can also break
(AK(dn)) an ongoing connection on the other port.

The transitions of any of the CSRO bits 2,30,31 and local
bit, trigger a CPU interrupt. Note than only the port attached
can trigger an interrupt.
CSRO, CSRl and the interrupt blocks can be accessed by the
CPU.

The ram area of the processor is seen at address 0 in Fastbus
data space. Handshaked and pipelined transfers are possible.
Interleaved DMA and CPU cycles are used unless bit 31 is
set in the secondary address, which specifies that the DMA
should keep the processor bus. The slave response time is
then about 220ns.
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fig.3, block diagram of the CPU+Slaves board

Processor part
The second board also contains the CPU part with 1MB
eprom, 1MB static ram with no wait state, 2 RS232 ports,
one cheapernet port, a real time clock, 2 NIM inputs, one
programmable NIM output, a 16 MHz MC68020, a 68881
floating-point coprocessor, and 16 vectored interrupts. A PIT
(parallel interface and timer 68230) is also used internally.

The Cheapernet implementation is based on the DP8390/1/2
set of chips from NS. A 64KB buffer memory holds the
packets sent and received. It is connected to the Network
Interface Contrôler (DP8390) on a local bus.

Since the slave ports, the Fastbus master board, Cheapemet
and the CPU run concurrently some conflicts must be solved
using watchdogs timers. When the CPU is concerned a bus



error is created and recorded in a special register for easier
identification of the source of the conflict.
For instance, to perform a pipelined block tranfer in data
space a Fastbus master must arbitrate for and then keep the
main bus, thus suspending processor activity. A watchdog
timer will prevent Fastbus from keeping the bus indefinitely.
No bus error signal will be created.

Special features
Some features have been added which enable the module to
act as a host on the network, or as a normal module with a
protected program area.

What should happen with a Faslbus device in general?
When used as a normal Fastbus module:

- full reset occurs when a reset module (CSR0<30>) is
received,
- the module goes to idle state when a RB pulse is detected,
- masters on the network have full access to all relevant
resources in the module,
- other control mechanisms (i.e. the user) should not be able
to disturb the module.

When used as a host:
- it does not internally reset when reset module is received,
- critical resources cannot be modified by Fastbus accesses,
- it can break a legal Fastbus connection on its slave port(s).

The FPAX operates in one of two modes: local or network.
The two names refer to where the mastership of the module
stands. When in local mode the front-panel reset button is
enabled and no Faslbus operation can reset the module,
which can then be used as a host When in network mode the
reset button is inhibited and writing a 1 to CSR0<30>
triggers a full reset of the processor and the interfaces.
The local mode is implemented using a front panel
switch.The setting of the local/network switch is reflected in
the "local bit" of the CSRO. Unsuccessful attempts to clear
this bit indicate that the module is in local mode.

The behaviour of CSRO is the same while in network or in
local mode. The software has to implement standard
consequences of actions in CSRO. For instance if the run bit
is turned off, all tasks should be stopped. When running in
local mode only tasks started in the FPAX by other masters
other will be slopped (this is used in example#2).

An address limit register based on 16KB pages and a
validation bit are implemented in CSRl. When the
protection is turned on Fastbus cannot access addresses above
the one specified in the limit register. The exception vectors,
the stack, the system global variables, and executable code
should be located in the high address part of the ram area.
When switching to local mode the protection is
automatically activated and CSRl can no longer be written
by Faslbus. When running in network mode the validation
bit must be used to activate the protection.

example#l: an initialization program can check lhc mode,
require the operator to switch it to network mode, initialize
the module, then turn the protection bit ON in CSRl.
Further processing is then protected against erroneous front-
panel reset and overwriting of program area.

example#2: if nevertheless the module or the segment hangs
up, the data acquisition program can be run (after
initialization) with the local switch ON, and Fastbus
accesses can be trapped to detect and record unwanted accesses
to the module or RB on the segment, even if the normal
tasks are stopped.

Software
The OS9 operating system has been ported on the FPAX.
A first version of the Fastbus Standard Routines with
additions for the block-move feature has been written.

Status
A prototype master board coupled to a GPM has been used
for 10 months at Cern. The multiwire version is being
tested. A complete module is tested in Orsay and a multiwire
CPU board is in the CAD/CAM process.
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